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YOU MADE THE DIFFERENCE 

  School looked a little 

     different last year. See 

       where you made an impact. 

  Model UN students attend virtual conference - Pg 2 



Pictured on cover & above:  Sam Kaddoura (10), Hollis Hays (10), 

Emmie Morehous (11), Abby Anderson (12), Thompson Blade (11) 

“Even though the virtual conference was a success last year, we are all looking forward to being back at 

conferences this year in person,” says Terryl Meador, WHS Model UN Advisor. “All of the hard work that 

is done in preparation for the conference pays off when students get to work face-to-face with other 

delegates from around the world. Passion is contagious and the delegates inspire each other to work 

harder, think creatively, and overcome any barriers that they might have to work together and learn 

from each other. The conferences are life-changing and 

help create bonds of friendship within our club that are 

unmatched by their previous experiences. None of this 

would be possible without support from the Foundation.” 

Model UN is offered at both Wyoming Middle and High 

Schools. It reinforces the values and ideas of diplomacy, 

collaboration, cooperation, and strong, fact-based  

research, and readies students to be the next generation 

of global leaders. Model UN is just one of the transfor-

mational programs offered at Wyoming. 

 

Model UN has helped me make connections with people 
from all over the world. It has also helped me improve my 
oratorical and rhetorical skills; skills which are extremely 
useful to any individual. Model UN is an extremely fun and 
prestigious activity, which imparts development in skills 
such as leadership and pragmatism on its participants. 

Arish J. Antia, Sophomore 
Secretary of General Operations 
(oversees & helps plan events & activities) 

IT’S A VIRTUAL MODEL UN WORLD 
(Continued from cover) 

Model United Nations (Model UN) is an  

extracurricular simulation of the United  

Nations General Assembly where student 

groups are assigned a country to represent 

and challenged to think and speak about 

real-world global issues from the perspective 

of that country’s ambassador. The team prepares 

for months leading up to the conference, conducting in-depth research and preparing to debate on 

topics like disarmament, human rights, and global health. 

Model UN  has brought me a community of people that I never thought I would have been close with. It has 
also broadened my historical perspective and what my opinions are on certain events because you are  
constantly pushed outside of your comfort zone to think about it from another point of view. It forces you 
to think creatively and critically about the world whereas normal history classes in schools typically don't 
push you in these ways. It provides an in depth understanding of the world around you and of course you 
could never forget how much fun traveling is!! 

Emmie Morehous, Junior - Secretary of Programs & Recruitment 

I feel that Model UN has really helped me to 
use my knowledge of history to better un-
derstand the present. I've gotten to compete 
at top-notch American and Canadian uni-
versities and hear the perspectives of people 
from all over the world thanks to Model UN. 

Liam O’Shaughnessy, Junior 
Secretary General, WYOMUN 
(annual state conference for delegates) 
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“Passion is contagious…” 
Terryl Meador 

WHS Model UN Advisor 



A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
Wyoming High School students experienced many 

successes during the first year of the new Dan Jones 

Center for Research & Innovation. They created pro-

totypes, learned about filmmaking and podcasting, 

and researched a myriad of academic queries. 

In the 2021-22 school year, students will add anoth-

er tool to their educational toolbox: a laser cutter. 

Learning to use a laser cutter allows students to  

engage with the design process in an autonomous 

manner. Students will be able to design and safely 

cut structures out of cardboard, wood, acrylic, fabric, 

and other materials. 

“We are grateful for the continued support of the 

Foundation who built and equipped this center. 

Their help in funding this laser cutter will bring fabri-

cation and the prototyping process to life for our 

students,” Melanie Weyant, Research & Innovation 

Specialist shares. “Students can use this technology 

to build bat house prototypes in Science, design 

physics experiments by creating ramps, and elevate 

their 3D art sculptures through innovative design.” 

Teachers are excited about the possibilities, and 

have already asked to add more elements of the  

design process into their classrooms. 

KEEPING ON TOP OF TECH 

From theater productions, to plays, to presentations, 

families and community members have gathered at 

the Pendery Center for the Arts to witness the  

incredible talent of Wyoming students. 

Just as hard work and practice are essential to any 

production, sound and lighting play an integral role in 

the overall success of every program, and Pendery 

needed a major upgrade. 

Thanks to a grant funded by the Foundation, Pendery 

is now equipped with an Ipad and tablet that will  

allow easy access to both the sound and light board 

from anywhere in the theater, as well as new 

handheld and wireless body pack microphones. 

Owen Coughlin and Nate Miller, seniors (2021) and 

members of the Tech Crew, understand the challeng-

es of working with old, failing equipment, and were 

excited to learn of the auditorium enhancements. 

Coughlin and Miller assure that with these upgrades, 

“the auditorium manager won’t have to focus on what 

equipment is working that day, and a student can run 

an entire show by themselves from two tablets.” 

With these improvements, Pendery will continue to 

provide the production experiences that reflect the 

talent, dedication, and hard work of our students. 

CAN WE IMPROVE STUDENT LEARNING? 
Participating in a book study of The Artisan Teacher:  A Field Guide to Skillful Teaching by Mike Rutherford, 

sparked an interesting discussion among Department Chairs and administrators K-12th grade: Could imple-

menting higher impact instructional strategies improve student learning? 

A grant funded through the Foundation by the Master Educators Legacy 

Endowment, allowed the District to invite Mike Rutherford to spend a 

day with administrators taking them on a deep dive into an instructional 

approach that delivers the most reliable and positive learning results. 

“This grant provided our administrators with a powerful day of profes-

sional development,” says Tim Weber, Superintendent. “The session was 

highly engaging and focused on supporting teachers’ strengths through 

collaboration on the things that matter most to our students in the classroom. We are looking forward to con-

tinuing our work with Mike as we strive to be better everyday for our students.” (Continued on back) 

 



(“Can We Improve Student Learning” - continued) 

Two of the Districts’ newest leaders agree. James Stallings, WHS Principal, affirmed “there were a couple of 

important jewels that Mr. Rutherford gave us during our PD. Two that stand out were the importance of  

Administrators being instructional leaders and never losing the importance of delivering effective feedback. I 

also walked away with confirmation that good administrators develop talent through proper coaching.  

Everyone should continue trying to get better; there is no ceiling!” 

Gina Kirchner, Primary Principal, thought “the day with Mike got me really thinking about the WHY behind  

instructional leadership. It reminded me that our strategic actions as leaders/coaches influence skillful  

teaching which links directly to student success. As Mike put it, ‘Since life is busy - do what matters 

most. What matters most is teaching. If it doesn't touch teaching, don't do it.’ As I plan for the upcoming 

school year, that thought is at the forefront of my mind and will guide me as I work with teachers.“ 

“These research-based instructional strategies will enhance our teacher’s curriculum, student engagement, and 

growth,” adds Weber. “The training coupled with coaching and feedback sessions will definitely make a  

greater impact on student learning.”  

wyomingschoolfoundation.org 513-821-6909 

THANK YOU! 
The greatest gift to our 

schools is your generosity! 

When you give to the Wyoming School Foundation, you can be assured that: 

 Your gift will be used to benefit our students, staff and schools. 

 Your gift of cash, stocks, etc., will make an immediate impact to our schools. 

 Your legacy gift will ensure our schools' future. 

420 Springfield Pike, Suite K • Wyoming, OH • 45215 

The Wyoming School Foundation supports the tradition of excellence in education for every Wyoming student - beyond 

the District’s existing funding - through endowed and immediate donations from the community, alumni and friends. 




